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The Law
● This law is part of the Excellent Public Schools Act that is part of House Bill 

950.
● The goal is to ensure that every child is reading at grade level by the end of 

third grade.  Level P with strong comprehension.  
● Important Components of the law:

○ The law has very rigid standards and expectations with little 
accommodation for students who have documented learning needs.

● Focuses of the law:
○ Comprehensive Plan for Reading Achievement (Alternatives)
○ Facilitation of Early Grade Reading Proficiency
○ Process for the Elimination of Social Promotion



How does the law affect my student?
To pass 3rd grade students must demonstrate mastery of 3rd grade standards by 
doing one of the following:

- Pass the BOG Reading Test (Score of a 3, 4, or 5)
- Documentation of completion of the Third Grade Reading Portfolio 

(Demonstration of mastery on 12 reading standards)
- Pass the EOG (Score of 3, 4, or 5)
- Achieve I-Ready Reading Scale Score of 537 on BOY, MOY, and/or EOY 

assessments
- Or be considered a Good Cause Exemption



What’s our plan?
● Students that did not score a 3 or above on the BOG, a 537 or higher on i-Ready 

at any point in the year and are not classified as Good Cause Exemptions are 

participating in the Portfolio Process

● The Portfolio Process:

- During the 3rd Grade Reading Block

- Using Instructional passages, the Collegiate Leaders will walk through 

how to answer and pick the best answer to questions for each standard

- Students will attempt a passage for that standard independently

- If they do well (4/5 or 5/5) → another passage

- If they do not do well (1/5 or ⅖ or even 3/5) → small group 

re-teaching focused on those standards

- Students must complete the process by demonstrating  mastery on 12 

standards (3 passages per standard with a cumulative score of 11 or more per 

standard)



What’s our plan?
Third Grade’s Reading Block

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:30 - 9:25 Whole Group ELA Lesson Team Collaboration 
Time          Whole Group ELA Lesson

10:10- 11:00
ELA Workshop

Portfolio
Instructional Passages

1:00-1:30 CLIMB Time
ELA 

CLIMB Time
Math 

CLIMB Time
ELA

CLIMB Time 
Math

CLIMB Time
ELA

* During RTA Differentiation times students will work on Independent passages or in small groups focused on 
the standards they still need to master.



How will I know about my student’s progress?

● We will send home Portfolio 

Progress Reports consistently- every 

Third Monday of the month

○ Using the report you will be able 

to see how well your child did on 

each standard. 

○ 11/15 points must be earned on 3 

passages of 5 questions each within 

each standard to master the 

standard. Shared standards work 

differently and the progress report 

will reflect shared standards.



How can I help my student?
● Keep the stress level down!!

○ While the EOG and portfolios are important, we don’t want anyone stressing over them

○ Encourage your student to do their best

● Familiarize yourself with the expectations:

○ Look over the released passages 

○ Use released passages to help your child at home if they are having a hard time mastering 

a specific standard.

○ Please do not complete more than one per week. They will be completing these at school 

too and this is meant to be a practice passage to help them use their strategies consistently 

to hopefully show mastery as they work through each passage of each standard. For 

example: Underline important parts of the questions, review the answer choices, eliminate 

distractors, underline text evidence within the passage all before answering the question.

○ See the Parents Guide to RTA 

http://www.livebinders.com/play/play?id=1326906


Questions? 

If you think of one later, please reach out to your child’s teacher, 

Jamie Williams or Ellen Girardi! 


